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1 - 

This invention relates to new and taseful im 
provements in private automatic braic 
change switchboards by means of which local 
subscribers can be conihected with one another 
and also with an outside telephone fetwork. . 

it is customary to arrange special facilities for 
Some or all the subscribers of a P. A. B. X, such 
as direct connections with the outside network, 
the transfer of ail outside call from ori l 
another with or without the intervention of an 
Ciarator, etc. 
In known Systems such special services were 

usually provided under selective control by a 
P. B. X. station who had to dial a certain humber 
or depress numerical keys. 
The object of the present invention is to pro 

vide a P. A. B. X in which simply by pushing a 
button a P. B. X station may control the per 
formance of special operations, e.g. to obtain di 
rect connection to the outside network, to trans 
fer calis from one station to another, etc. . . 
According to one feature of the inventionairo; 

tary switch is provided with wipers connected to 
an outside line and has access to the stations of 
the P. A. B. X, which are connected to "the ter. 
minal bank of the Switch. 
According to another feature of the invention, 

the device for 3ontrolling the switching of a call 
frona one station to another is associated with 
the outside line and may be connected with the 
Switches of the local P. B. X connecting circuits. 
According to another feature of the invention, 

a P. A. B. X operator's position is connected with 
the outside line at a point between the exchange 
connected with the outside line and the P. B.X. 
station. . . . . 

Another feature of the invention has to do with 
the transfer of the call from one P. B. X station 
to another entirely under the control of the called: 
station and without the intervention of the call 
ing station. - 

Still another feature of the invention consists 
in the provision of means at the P. B. X operator's 
position to cut in on a P. B. X connection and to 
inform one of the parties engaged in such connec. 
tion that an outside call is awaiting him. The 
P. B. X subscribers engaged in a local conversa 
tion are advised when such forced listening in 
takes place. - 
According to another feature of the invention, 

a relay automatic switchboard is provided with 
local junction circuits and one or more call cir 
cuits. A local connection is first established over 
a junction circuit and a call circuit associated 
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connector are released and the talking connec 
tion is established over the junction circuit. The 
calling and called subscribers' stations are sup 
pied with current through a device independent 
df the connector. 
Another feature of the invention consists in the provision of arrangements whereby when the out 

side line is not free, then one of the local junction 
uits remains disengaged and cannot be seized 

by a P. B. X cali. This will insure immediate re 
ply to a call coming from the outside network. 
Another feature of the invention provides for 

the transfer of calls from one P. B. X station to 
another through a junction circuit, a connector 
equipment and a call circuit. 
Various other characteristic features of the in 

vention will appear from the descriptions which 
follow of the embodiments of the invention illus 
trated in the drawings in which: 

Figure 1 is a general diagram of the automatic 
switchboard with rotary switches; - 

Figures. 2 ahd 3 are detailed circuit diagrams 
of the automatic switchboard with rotary 
Switches; 

Figure 4 is a general diagram of a relay auto 
anatic switchboard; . 

Figures 5 and 6 are detailed circuit diagrams 
of a relay automatic switchboard; and 

Figure 7 shows the way in which Figures 2 to 3 
and 5 to 6 should be connected. 

First of all an explanation shall be given of 
the general operation of an automatic switch 
board with rotary switches, reference being made 
to Figure 1. 
When a local subscribér such as P1 Wishes to 

Call another local subscriber, such as P2, he lifts 
his hand-set. He is connected through a local 
connection circuit comprising a finder CH and a 
connector CO. He receives the dialing signal and 
then dials the number of the subscriber P2, which 
results in CO being operated to select P2's line. 
If P2 is disengaged he lifts his hand-set and, 
thereby, stops the transmission of the ringing 
current. The call P1-P2 is then established 
through the circuit CH-CO. If P2 is engaged the 
busy signalis sent to P1. . 
When a local subscriber such as P1 wishes to 

establish a call with the outside network L1-L2 
and lifts his handset, he will be connected to a 
local connecting circuit CH-CO as before. When 
he receives the transmission signal he presses 
down-a-button associated with his station which 
has the effect of transferring the call to a switch 
CR associated with the outside line L1-L2. This 

with a connector. Then the call circuit and the 55 switch is put into operation to hunt for Pi's line, 
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When the line is found, CR stops and P1 is con 
nected With T-L2. 
When a call coming from the outside network 

is received on the line L1-L2, an operator at Sta 
tion PS listens-in on the line. She then Operates 
the transfer key forming part of her station, and 
comes into communication with the local con 
necting circuit through the equipment ER. She 
calls the required station, informs him of the call, 
and the transfer operation then takes place, as 
Will be indicated in what follows, the station PS 
being then disconnected from the equipment ER. 
When a station such as P1 is in communication 

with the external network, and it is desired to 
effect an operation whereby one operator Switches 
through to another operator, and the SubScriber 
then asks that another local Station. Such as P2 
be connected and the outsideline held, the opera 
tor presses a, button at her station causing the 
network L1-L2 to be held and P1 to be connected 
to the local connection circuit CH-CO. The 
subscriber P1 dials P2's number, and the call is 
established. In order to obtain the outside call 
again P1 presses the button forming part of his 
station, and in ER, the local call is cut off and P1 
placed in communication with L1-L2. 
In order to transfer a call from the external 

network, the station P1, for example, first of all 
Switches one operator to another operator Who 
will then be in communication with the subscrib 
er, for example, P2, to inform him that he should 
take the outside call. The Subscriber P2 presses 
the button forming part of his station which puts 
the Switch CR, in Operation and which Searches 
for the line of the P2 station, The Subscriber P1 
may now replace his receiver. The local con 
nection circuit CH-CO is released and P2 is in 
communication with L1-L2 through CR and ER. 
A detailed explanation Shall now be given With 

reference to Figs. 2 and 3 of the Operation. Of this 
automatic switchboard having rotary switches. 
In the description which follows, the relay con 
tacts which alie closed when the relay is ener 
gized, are given by placing in front of the numeral 
designating the spring the letter T, and the con 
tacts Which are closed when the relay is de-ener 
gized by placing the letter R, in front of the num 
ber. 

Local calls.--When a subscriber, such as P1, 
lifts his handset his line relay A is energized Over 
the following circuit: battery, winding of A, RC1, 
wire of line 1, station P1, line 2, RC2 and earth. 
The relay. A closes the following circuit for the 
relay f : earth, TA2, winding of relay 1, bank 
contact of the rest position associated With the 
wiper L, wiper L on the rest position, R2, resist 
ance R1 and battery. 
The relay completes a circuit for relay 7: 

earth, lower winding of 7, R83, contact of the 
electromagnet RCO of the connector CO, con 
tact of the electromagnet RCH of the finder CH, 
Tl2, resistance R1 and battery. 
The energizing circuit of the electromagnet 

RCH is established via: battery, electromagnet 
RCH, Tiff, T., R O and earth. The electro 
magnet RCH attracts its armature and opens the 
circuit of the relay 7 which at Till opens the cir 
cuit of the electromagnet RCH causing the wipers 
of the finder CH to advance by one step. When 
the armature of electromagnet RCH is released, 
the circuit of the relay 7 is again completed and 
this relay recloses the circuit of RCH. Thus the 
stepping of the wipers of CH is continued until 
they reach the bank contacts of the calling line 
whereupon the following circuit is closed for re 

10 

4. 
lay fo: battery, windings of relay O in series, 
Tff4, wiper T of CH, bank contact t, TA1, winding 
of relay C and earth. The relays f) and C be 
come energized. 
The relay short-circuits its upper winding 

by T02 but is held on its lower winding. At R. Of 
it opens the circuit of the electromagnet RCH and 
the wipers of CH are arrested. 
The circuit of relay f is completed via: battery, 

upper Winding of relay f, upper Winding of relay 
3, T05, wiper A of CH, conductor f 1, station P1, 
conductor f2, bank contact b, wiper B of CH, 
T 04, lower winding of relay 3, lower winding of 
relay and earth. 
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The relay 3 whose windings are in opposition 
does not attract its armature. The relay f closes 
the circuit of relay 2 through the non-inductive 
upper winding of the relay 5. The relay 2 opens 
at R2 the circuit of the relay f, which drops. 
A holding circuit for relays O and C is com 
pleted Over T25 when the relay becomes de 
energized, 
The dialing tone is sent to the calling sub 

Scriber over the following circuit: signal genera 
tor, R85, R62, R43, condenser Cm1, T 05, wiper A 
and station P1. 
The calling subscriber P1 proceeds to dial the 

called subscriber's number. Every time the dial 
Opens the circuit, the relay drops and completes 
the following circuit for the electromagnet RCO 
of the connector CO: battery, electromagnet 
RCO, R8, R66, R2, T22 and earth. The wipers 
of CO will thus advance step-by-step under the 
action of the relay f which is itself controlled by 
the impulses Sent out by the dial of the station P1. 
AS Soon as the first impulse of an impulse series 
is received the circuit of the relay 5 will be com 
pleted by: battery, upper and lower windings of 
5, T26, Rif, R?5 f' and earth. The relay 5, 
whose lower winding is short-circuited when 
is energized, is slow to de-energize and remains 
up throughout the impulse series in the same way 
as the relay 2. 
When a series of impulses has been received, 

the relay 5 drops. The relay 2 continues to be 
held over Tff. 
The switch CO will advance by a number of 

Steps which is equal to the number of the im 
pulses received, and finally stops on the bank 
Contacts of the called subscriber's line. 

If the called subscriber is free, the relay 8 will 
be energized via the following: battery, Windings 
of relay 8, R53, R64, T23, Rf43, wiper T1 of CO, 
bank contact t, cable , winding of relay C of the 
called station, and earth. 

Ringing current is sent to the called sub 
scriber via: the signaling device, resistance R2, 
R42, T86, Rf44, wiper B1 of CO, bank contact b, 
cable y, conductor 2 of the line of the called 
Station, condenser and bell of the called station, 
conductor 1, wire a in the cable v, bank contact 
a of CO, wiper A1 of CO, R. 45, T87, R44, relay 4 
and battery. The relay 4 which is insensitive to 
alternating current is not energized during the 
transmission of the ringing current, but is ener 
gized When the called Subscriber answers. When 
the relay 4 is energized, it is maintained via: 
T4, resistance R3, T24 and earth. 
The relay 1 is then energized in the following 

circuit: battery, upper winding of 7, upper wind 
ing of 9, T44, T81, R. 45, wiper A1 of CO, bank 
contact a of the called station, lines and called 
station, bank contact b, wiper B1 of CO, R. 44, 
T86, T42, upper winding of 9, lower winding of T 
and earth. The relay 9, whose two Windings in 
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opposition are energized, does not attract its 
armature, - . - 

The two subscribers are now connected by the 
following circuit: calling station, Wiper A of CH, 
T 05, condenser Cn, T43, T86, R. 44, wiper B1 of 
CO, called station, wiper A1, R-45, T81, con 
denser Cng, E 04, wiper. B of CH and calling 
Station. 
When the called subscriber replaces his hand 

set, he opens: the circuit of the relay 7. The relay 
f becomes de-energized when the calling sub 
Scribe replaces his handset. 
The relay 2, short-circuited by R,R 5 f" and 

earth, de-energizes and at.T25 opens the holding 
circuit of relays fo and €, which release. At 
T23 the relay 2 opens the circuit of the relay 8 
and at T24 the circuit of the relays 4. and 6. 
When the called subscriber replaces his receiver, 
the relay drops after 4 has dropped, its circuit. 
being opened at T42 and T44. The relay T is 
re-energized over its lower winding via R83, con 
tact of the electromagnet RCO, contacts of the 
electromagnet KCH, multiple bank contacts of 
CO, wiper I, R2, resistance R, and battery. The 
circuit of the electromagnet RCO is then con 
pleted via: battery, winding of RCO, Ril f, Till, 
R, and earth. The electromagnet RCO at 
tracts its armature and by its contact opens the 
circuit of the relay 7 which drops again, opening 
the circuit of RCO, which releases its armature 
thus again producing the advance by one step 
of the wipers of CO. When the electromagnet 
RCO has released its armature, the circuit of the 
relay is again completed and the Wipers of CO 
Will advance by a further step. It will be seen 
that by the play of the relay 7, and of the contact 
RCO, the wipers of CO will advance step-by-step 
up to the rest position. When the Wiper's reach 
this position, the circuit of the relay 7 is opened 
in the Wiper L. 

If the called subscriber is engaged When the 
Wipers of CO stop on the bank contacts of the 
line, the following circuit of the relay 6 will be 
completed: earth, upper Winding of 6, T52, T23, 
R43 and earth on the wiper T1 through the lower 
Winding of the relay is, or of the relay 8, depend 
ing whether the Cailed subscriber Was calling or 
called in the conversation involved. 
A busy tone is, therefore, always sent to the 

calling subscriber via: signaling device, T62, R43, 
condenser C21, 5, Wiper A of CH, bank contact 
al, line and station. P1. When the relay 5 has 
dropped the relay S is held over its lower winding 
via T63, R52 and 24. 

place as previously described. 
If it is desired to increase the capacity of the 

private automatic SWitchboard, two series of 
wipers are provided on the connector CO, and a 
relay 4 is added. The first Series of wipers A, 
Bi, Ti, and R1 are connected to the rest con 
tacts of the relay 4, and the Second series A2, 
B2, F2, iF2, to the operating contacts. If the 
called Subscriber is accessible over the first Series 
of wipers the relay 4 remains de-energized. If, 
however, the called subscriber must be reached 
over the second series of wipers, which is indi 
cated by the transmission of a certain first digit, 
the relay is Will be energized in the following 
circuit: earth, T28, upper Winding of relay 4, 
bank contact of the position corresponding to the 
first digit of the Subscribers in the Second series, 
wipers T1 of CO, RE 43, T23, R64, R53, windings 
of the relay 8 and battery. The relay, 8 is not 

When the calling sub 
scriber replaces his handset the release takes : 
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6 
energized on: account, of the high resistance of 
the Winding of the relay 4, - 
The relay:4 is energized,and closes its holding 

circuit. at: T4 f. through its non-inductive: lower 
Winding. 
The sequence of operations previously described 

is repeated but the wipers A2, B2, T2, TR2, take 
the place of the Wiper's A1, Bi, Ti, TR1. 
Communication. Lith the Outside network.-- 

When:a call emanating from the outside network 
is received on the conductors of the line L1-2 
(Fig. 3), ringing current is received by the relay. 
46 via the circuit: conductor L. R.427, R452, 
winding of the relay 46, condenser Cm3 and con 
ductor E2: . 
The relay 46' closes: the following circuit of the 

relay: 46: battery, RTH, winding of 46; T462', 
R39F and earth. The relay 46:locks up via:..T464, 
R452' and earth. It closes the circuit of relay 
2-din series with the ringing lamp through T465. 
The relay 2 is: energized, and through T2 fl: 
short-circuits its lower winding which causes the 
Calling: lamp to light up through its low-resist 
ance; apper Windings, Through T2:2. it con 
pletes the ringing circuit. So . 
When the: operator depresses the listening key 

aSSigned to the outside line which is calling, the 
following circuit for the relay 36 is, set up: bat 
tery;. Wiradings of 36, in series; spring of the net 
Work listening key, and its operating contact, re 
sistance: R5 and earth. The relay 36 short-cir 
cuits at T3 if its high resistance lower winding 
and holds on: its low resistance upper winding. 
This-arrangement is provided to prevent two lines. 
of the Outside netWork, being connected, simul. 
taneously when the two network listening keys 
are depressed. On account of the resistance of 
the relay 36 and the presence of the resistance: 
R5 in the circuit, no two relays 36 can be ener 
gized. 
The following circuit of the relay 3i is closed: 

battery, upper windings of 3 and 33, R343, T364, 
service station PS, T365, R342, lower, winding of 
33 and 3 and earth. The relay 3 is energized, 

S. but the relay 33, whose two windings are in op 
position, does not operate. Through 3 -i the 
relay 3f closes the circuit of the relay 45, as fol 
lows: earth, Winding of 45, T3, non-inductive 
upper winding of 39 and battery. 
The outside line is held by the following cir 

cuit: conductor, Li, R427, T452, upper winding 
of relay 41, T3-2, conductor L2; 
The ringing-circuit is opened at R452, and the: 

circuit of the relay 46 at R452. The relay 46 
falls off, Opening the circuit of the calling lamp 
and of the relay 2, which opens theringing cir 
cuit. So: The circuit of the busy lamp of the line 
L1-L2 is completed at T45. 
The communication with the operator at the 

Operator's position is established, via the follow 
inig circuit: conductor L1, R427, T452, con 
denserCn:4, R343, T364, service station PS, T365, 
R342, condenser Cn 5, R426, T312, conductor L2 
of the line network. 65 

70 

75: 

When the outside subscriber has informed the 
P.B: X operator with whom he desires to be con 
nected, the operator depresses the transfer key. 
An earth is thus applied through T364 and R343 
to the upper winding of 33, the lower winding 
being then short-circuited. The relay 33 will now 
pull-up and closes the following circuit of the 
relay 42: battery, upper winding of 42, T331, 
T452 and earth. 
When the operator releases the transfer" key, 



7 
the relay 33 whose two windings are then fed, 
releases. 
The relay 42, which is slow to release, remains 

up for a sufficient time to permit the relay 32 
to become energized in the following circuit: bat 
tery, winding of 32, R382, T422, R33f, T452 and 
earth. The holding circuit of the relay 42 is com 
pleted through T322 and T452'. 
When the relay 42 is energized, the outside 

line is disconnected from the operator's station 
PS, and held via: conductor L1, T425, resistance 
R7, T32, conductor L2. 
The relay 32 is then held and via T324, R345, 

Wire M1 and applies earth to one of the ends of 
the windings of the relay if, which causes a local 
finder CH to be put into operation, as has already 
been described in the case of a call between 
P. B. X. Subscribers. 
When the Wipers of CH reach the bank con 

tacts of the outside line used, e. g. a 2, b2, t2, tre, 
the following circuit of the relay 34 is completed: 
earth, Winding of 34, shunted by resistance R8, 
T325, Wire t2 in the cable W, bank contact t2 of 
CH, Tif 4, windings of 0 in series and battery. 
The relays 34 and 0 are energized in series 

and the relay 0 causes the line finder CH to 
Stop. 
Through T34, the relay 34 completes a hold 

ing circuit for the relay 3 through the resistance 
R9. At R345 it disconnects earth from the Wire 
M1. At T342 and T343 it connects the station PS 
to the WiperS A and B of CH via Wiper A of CH, 
bank contact d2, Wire a2 of the cable W, T343, 
T364, station PS, T365, T342, wire b2 of the cable 
W, bank contact b2 and Wiper B. 
The operator at the station PS can then Com 

municate with the called P. B. X subscriber, e.g. 
P1, as has been described in the case of a local 
call. 
The operator advises the subscriber P1 that a 

call intended for him is waiting on an outside 
line. 
The subscriber. P1 then presses the transfer 

button TF on his Set. An earth is thus applied 
to the wiper A1 of CO and causes the relay 9 to 
operate, since its lower Winding is short-cir 
cuited. The following circuit for the relay 5’ 
is completed: earth, T92, winding of 5, TiO3, 
Wiper DA of CH, bank contact da, wire da1 of 
the cable W, Winding of relay 38 and battery. 

O 
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When P1 releases his button, the relay 5’ is held 
by Tfs. The relay. 38 is not energized in the 
circuit indicated on account of the resistance 
of the winding 5'. 
The relays 3 and 22 are energized in the foll 

lowing circuit: battery, Windings in series of 3, 
R91, T152, wire T, winding of 22 and earth. The 
relay 3 is held by T3 on its upper low resist 
ance Winding in Order to prevent tWO transfers 
occurring Simultaneously. On the same line. 
The energizing circuit of the relay 40 through 

its upper Winding is Set up as follows: battery, 
upper winding of 40, T45i, R41, T344, wire tra 
of cable V, bank contact trz, wiper TR of CH, 
R32, T32 and earth. The relay 40 completes 
the following circuit of the relay 39: Windings 
in series of 39, T40, contact of the electromag 
net RCR of the switch CR, R37, R35 and 
earth. 
The relay becomes energized and closes the 

circuit of the electromagnet RCR. Of the Switch 
CR, as follows: battery, winding of RCR, T392, 
R37, R35 and earth. 
The electromagnet RCR attracts its armature 

and thus opens the circuit of the relay 39, which 
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drops and at T392 opens the circuit of the elec 
tromagnet RCR which releases its armature, 
thus causing the wipers of CR to advance by one 
step, whereupon 39 is again operated and closes 
the circuit of RCR. The same operations are 
repeated and by the play of the relay 39 and of 
the contact of the electromagnet RCR, the Wipers 
of CR advance step-by-step. 
When the wipers of CR reach the bank con 

tacts which correspond to the Station line P1, the 
relay 37 is energized in the following circuit: bat 
tery, windings of 37, T406, wiper TR of CR, wire 
tr of the cable U and of the cable W, bank con 
tacts tr' and Wiper TR1 of CO, R.42, T82, resist 
ance RO, T33 and earth. 
The relay 35 is energized in series With the 

relay C of the station P1 in the following circuit: 
battery, winding of 35, T373, wiper T of CR, bank 
contact t and wiret of the cable U, bank contact t 
of CH, TA1, winding of C and earth. 
A circuit for the relay 38 and a short-circuit 

for the relay 5' is closed via: earth, T32, T355, 
and T434. The relay 38 is energized and COm 
pletes its holding circuit via: T38?, T422, R33, 
T452 and earth. 
The relays 32 and 42 fall off, their circuits be 

ing opened at R382 and at T3E2. Relays 34 and 
drop, their circuit being opened at T325. The 

relay 38 drops, its energizing circuit being opened 
at T3 and its holding circuit at T422. 
The relay 37 drops, its circuit being opened at 

T32. The relay 2 drops, short-circuited by Rif, 
and the earth at R5'. 
When the relay 3 has dropped it opens the 

circuit of the relay f, which drops and causes 
the release of the local circuit, as has been previ 
ously indicated. 
The relay 40 is held on its lower winding by: 

T4)2, T362 and R32. 
When the relay 32 has been released the op 

erator's transfer lamp lights up, advising the Op 
erator that the transfer has been effected. The 
operator then releases his outside line network 
listening key Which causes the relay 36 to be re 
leased. The relay 40 drops, its holding circuit 
being opened at T362 and the transfer lamp is 
extinguished. 
The subscriber P1 is from then on in communi 

cation. With the external network via: conductor 
L1, R427, T452, R343, R364, T354, wiper A of CR 
and bank contact a, wire a in the cable U, con 
ductor 1, station P1, conductor 2, Wire b in the 
cable U, bank contact b and wiper B of CR, T353, 
R365, R342, R.426, T32 and conductor L2. 
The subscriber Station Pi is fed with current 

through the relays 3 f and 33. 
At the end of the conversation when the sub 

scriber P1 replaces his handset, the relay 3f drops. 
The relay 45, short-circuited at R3A, drops and 
again connects the Outside line L1-L2 to the call 
ing relay 46'. The relays 35 and C drop, their 
common circuit being opened at T453. 
The outside line L1-L2 is released when T32 

OpenS. 
When a P. B. X. Subscriber wishes to enter into 

communication with an outside subscriber, he 
may either ask the P. B. X. Operator to call the 
outside subscriber, or he may make this call by 
connecting himself directly to an outside line. 

First, I shall explain how an outgoing call is 
established by the P. B. X operator. 
The P. B. X subscriber such as P1, lifts his 

handset and then proceeds as in the case of an 
inside call to dial the number of the line '1-2 
of the P. B. X operator's station. The wipers of 
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CO stop on the bank contacts a1, b’1, t1, tri, to 
which the said line is connected. 
The ringing current is transmitted over the 

conductors 1-2 and operates relay 24', which 
closes the circuit of relay 24: battery, winding of 
24, T24, rest contact and spring? of the 'night 
service' key and earth. The relay 24 is operated 
and via T24 completes its holding circuit inde 
pendently of the relay 24'. It completes via 
T242 the circuit of the calling lamp in series with 
the relay 2. The relay 2 operates and at T2 
short-circuits its lower high resistance Winding. 
The calling lamp lights up. At T22, the relay 
2 completes the ringing circuit Sol. 
The operator depresses the line Service listen 

ing key. The circuit of the relay 26 is completed 
through the resistance R5. Via T26? and "T262, 
the relay 26 connects the lines '1-12 to the 
operator's station PS. At R264 it opens the cir 
cuit of 24 which drops. The calling lamp is ex 
tinguished, the relay 2 drops and opens the cir 
cuit of S.O. 
Through T263 the relay 26 short-circuits its 

lower high resistance winding, but is held by its 
low resistance upper winding. This arrangement 
prevents any possibility of confusion on an out 
side line if the two listening keys were depressed 
simultaneously. In this case, the relay 26 could 
not be energized. - 
The Subscriber P1 is now connected. With the 

P. B. X operator. He gives the number of the 
outside party to whom he wishes to be connected, 
and replaces his handset. The operator releases 
the listening key and the service line '1, 2, and 
the equipment of the P. B. X automatic switch 
board is also released. - 

In order to call the outside subscriber, the op 
erator depresses her outside network listening key. 
Relays 36, 3- and 45 are energized, as was de 
scribed in the case of the reply to a call originat 
ing from the outside network. - 
The connecting loop of the outsideline is com 

pleted via: conductor L1, R42T, T452, upper wind 
ing of relay 4, T32 and conductor L2. - 
When the P. B. X operator at PS receives the 

dialing tone of the OutSide automatic exchange, 
she proceeds to dial the called subscriber's num 
ber which operates relay 31 in the rhythm of the 
impulses. Upon the first de-energization of relay 
3f the following circuit of relay 39 is closed: bat 
tery, windings of 39, R4), T453, R3 and earth, 
and this relay operates. 
Upon each operation of 3 its lower winding is 

short-circuited at T3 whereby the relay is suff 
ciently retarded not to release during impulse 
sending. The same thing applies for relay 45, 
which is also retarded in its release. 
The circuit for the transmission of impulses 

to the outside network is as follows: conductor 
L1, R.427, T452, T393, resistance RT, shunted by 
the upper winding of 4, T3f2 and conductor I2. 
The interruptions are repeated in this circuit by 
the opening of T32 of relay 3. 
When dialing has been completed, the relay 

39 drops, and the relay 45 is held by T3 across 
the upper non-inductive winding of 39. r 
When the called subscriber answers, the P. B. X 

operator is placed in communication with the 
said subscriber and the transfer of the call to 
the calling P. B. X subscriber takes place in the 

Corning call. . 
I shall now explain how a P.B. XSubscriber can 

get into communication. With an OutSide. Sub 

O 
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scriber without the services of the P. B. X op 
erator. 
Assuming that station P1 lifts his handset, the 

finder CH and connector CO are operated as has 
been previously explained. When he receives the 
dialing tone, P1 depresses the button TF of his 
set. This short-circuits the lower winding of the 
relay 3 and this relay operates. 
The relay 5 is operated over a circuit via T3 

and is held after the release of 3 by T 5t, T24 

25. 

30: 

35: 

45 
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65 

70 

manner as in the case of the transfers of an in 
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..4.0, 

and earth. 
Relay;3falls off when the subscriber P1 releases 

his button TF, 
The following circuit for relays 8 and 23 is set 

up: battery, windings in series of 8, R53, R64, 
T23, R.43, wiper T1 of CO on the rest position, 
T54, R33, resistance Rii, wire. M, relay 23, R223, 
R223, R46, R.42, R45’ and earth. 

At R85 the relay 8 opens the dial tone circuit. 
The relay 23 closes the following circuit for the 
relay 40: battery, upper winding of . 49, R45, 
R423, R463, T23i and earth. 
The circuit of the relay 39 is established via: 

battery, windings in series of 39, Tel, contact 
of the electromagnet RCR, R3T, R35, and eartin. 
At E392 the relay 39 completes the "circuit of the 
electromagnet RCR. 
From then on, as a result. Of the play of the 

relay 39 and the electromagnet RCR, the wipers 
of CR will advance step-by-step, as has previously 
been explained. 
When the wipers of -CR, reach the bank con 

tacts of the line of the station P1 the following 
circuit of the relay '37 is completed: battery, wind 
ings of relay 37, T406, wiper TR of CR, wire TR 
in the cable. U, wiper TR of CH, R32, R46, R.6E, 
T53, Rl 53', resistance R 0, T82, Rf42, wiper TR1 
of CO on the rest position, wire T5, R22?, R22 
and earth. 
"The relay 37 at R37, opens the circuit of the 

electromagnet RCR and the relay 39 and the 
Wipers of CR stop. 
The relay 35 is energized in the following cir 

cuit: battery, Winding of 35, T373, wiper T of CR, 
bank contact t and wiret of cable U, TA1, relay 

.50, 

C. and earth. 
Relay of 0, short-circuited by the low resistance 

of the relay 35 drops, opening at T04 and TiO5 
the circuit of relay which releases the local cir 
cuit. Relay 5 drops when its holding circuit is 
opened at T24. Relays 8 and 23 drop, their cir 
cuit being opened at T54 and T23. 
The following circuit for relay 3 is closed: 

battery, upper winding of 3, upper Winding of 
33, R343, R364, T354, wiper A of CR, wire a of 
cable U, conductor 1, calling Station P1, Con 
ductor. 2, wire-b of cable U, wiper B, T353, R355, 
R342, lower winding of 33 and 3f, and earth. 
Via T3 relay 3 completes the circuit of 45 

through the upper non-inductive Winding of the 
relay 39. When the relay -45 is energized the 
connecting loop of the outside netWork line is 
completed via: conductor L1, R427, T452, upper 
winding of 4, R426, T32, and conductor L2. 
When the subscriber P1 receives the dialingtone 

coming from the outside automatic switchboard 
he operates his dial which produces interruptions 
in the circuit of relay 3. 
The impulses are repeated on the outside line 

in the same Way as when the dialing was by the 
Operator. Of the Station. PS. 
The relay 37 drops when its circuit is opened 

at T53. The relay 35 is held by T352, T453, 
R323 and earth on the wiper T of CR. The relay 
40 falls off when its circuit is opened at R45. 
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When conversation is completed and the sub 
Scriber P1 replaces his hand-set first the relay 3 
de-energizes and then relay 45. The line L1-L2 
is released as soon as T32 is opened. The relay 
35 drops, its circuit being opened at T453. 
The equipment used in the direct connection 

With the outside network is released. 
The P. B. X subscriber may during conversation 

With the Outside network hold the outside line 
and call another P. B. X station. It is then pos 
Sible either to continue the conversation between 
the outside line and the first P. B. X station or 
to transfer the call to another P. B. X station. 
A subscriber such as P1, being in communication 

With the Outside network through the line L1-L2 
relays f, 3 and 45 are energized. 
Without abandoning the outside network, P1 

may enter into communication with another P. B. 
X subscriber by switching the call from one oper 
ator to another operator to whom the subscriber 
then passes his request. In order to do this he 
will press the button TF on his set. This opera 
tion results in the application of an earth to the 
wiper A of CR. The relay 33 is operated and 
then follows the sequence of operations described 
in connection with the transfer key: the relay 42 
is energized, the relay 33 drops, the relay 32 is 
energized, the line L1-L2 is held, a local finder is 
started, the finder CH is stopped on the bank 
contacts of the outside line L1-L2, and the relay 
34 is energized. The relay 35 is held by R403. 
The Subscriber P is connected to a local finder 

via: battery, upper winding of the relays and 3, 
T05, wiper A of CH, bank contact a 2, wire a2 of 
the cable V, T343, R364, T354, wiper A of CR, 
bank contact a, wire a of cable U, conductor f 1, 
station P, conductor 2, wire b of cable U, bank 
contact b and wiper B of CR, T353, R365, T342, 
wire br of cable V, bank contact brand wiper B 
of CH, T 04, lower winding of 3 and of f and 
earth. 
The subscriber P1 may now call another P. B. X 

Station. 
If P1 wishes to continue the outside conversa 

tion he again presses the button TF on his set. 
The relay 3 is energized and earth is applied to 
the wiper A of CH. At T3 the relay 3 closes the 
circuit of relay f 5 which closes its holding cir 
cuit via T5 and T24. 
When P1 releases his button TF, the relay 3 

drops and closes the following circuit of relay 38: 
battery, winding of 38, wire da of cable V, wiper 
DA of CH, TiO3, T152, R3t and earth. The relay 
38 completes its holding circuit over T38, T422, 
R33, T452 and earth. 
The circuit of relay 34 is opened at R382 and 

that of relay 42 at T322, relay 32 being de-ener 
gized when 382 opens. The relays 34 and fo drop, 
their circuit being open at T325. The relay 38 
drops, its circuit being open at T 03, and at T422. 
The local circuit is released after the drop at 0. 
After the drop of 34 and 42 the subscriber P1 

is again connected to the line L-L2 of the out 
side network. 

A. P. B. X subscriber may transfer a communi 
cation from the outside network to another 
P. B. X subscriber. After connecting the other 
P. B. X subscriber by having the call switched by 
one operator to the other to whom the subscriber 
can then state his request, P1 asks the other 
P. B. X. Subscriber to take over the call which is 
being held on the line L1-L2. 
The second P. B. X subscriber then presses on 

the button TF of his set, and the same operations 
are performed which have been described in de 
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tail in the case of the routing by the P. B. X op 
erator of an incoming call. The relays 9, 15', 3, 
22 and 40 are energized. The relay 35 and the 
relay C of the station P1 drop. The relay 
drops. The relay 39 is energized, as is the elec 
tromagnet RCR which advances the wipers of 
CR by the play of the relay 9 and of the contact 
of RCR. 
When the wipers of CR, arrive on the contacts 

of the line of the second P. B. X station, the re 
layS 37 and 35 are energized in series with the 
relay C of the said station. Then follow the 
energization of 38 and short-circuiting of relay 
f5', and the drop of relays 32, 34, 42, 0 and 38. 
The circuit of 40 is opened at T344 and of 37 at 
T3f2. Relay 2 is short-circuited by R. and the 
earth at R, 5. 
The local circuit is released and the second 

P. B. X. Subscriber is connected to the outside net 
Work when the relay 35 is energized and the re 
lays 34 and 42 drop. 

Restricted night service.--When the operator 
of the P. B. X service station leaves her station 
she depresses the "night service' key. 
When an outside call is received on the line 

L1-L2 relays 46, 46 and 2 are energized as pre 
viously described. 
Via T23 the spring of the “night service' key, 

and its operating contact, an earth is applied to 
the wire of the repeating bells at the P. B. X. 
Any one of the P. B. X stations may then con 

nect with the line L1-L. In order to do this, the 
Subscriber will lift his hand-set and dial a cer 
tain number, 0, for example. He will then press 
the button TF on his set. 
A free line-finder CH and connector CO are 

connected with the P. B. X line which answers. 
When 0 is dialed the wipers of CO advance to 
the tenth position. The following circuit of the 
relays 8 and 22' will be closed: battery, windings 
of relay 8, R53, R64, T23, R.43, wiper T in posi 
tion fo, bank contact n of CO, wire N, spring 2 
of the night service key and its work contact, re 
lay 22, T46 f, R42?, R45 and earth. 

Relay 40 is energized over its upper winding 
via: battery, upper winding of 40, T463, R222, 
T222' and earth. 

After the energization of relay 39 the line 
L1-L2 will be connected to the P. B. X station 
which answers as in the case of a transfer. 
In this case the circuit of the relay 37 is as 

follows: battery, windings of relay 32, T403, 
wiper TR of CR, wiretr of the cable U, bank con 
tact trand wiper TR of CH, R32, R46, R.S., T 53, 
resistance RO, T82, R. 42, wiper TR1 of CO on 
position 10, wire TN, T22 f', R22 and earth. 
The release of the local circuit and the estab 

lishment of the connection proceed in the same 
Way as previously described. 

It will be noted that when the relay i? is en 
ergized upon the receipt of a call from the out 
side network, the following circuit of the thermic 
relay TH is completed: battery, contact and 
winding of the thermic relay TH, T462, R4S', 
work contact and spring of the night service 
key, and earth 

If, after a certain lapse of time which is de 
pendent on the operating constants of the relay 
TH no P. B. X station answers, then the ther 
mic relay TH opens in its contact, the circuit of 
the relay 46 which drops, and at T465 opens the 
circuit of the relay 2 ?, which in turn opens at 
T23 the circuit of the repeating bells. 

If the call persists when the relay TH has re 
Verted to rest position the relay 6 will again be 
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attracted and the same operations are repeated. 
It should be noted that. When a P. B. X. Sub 

scriber dials, the number for directly: answering 
an outside call when the night Service key of the 
P.B. X operator's station has not been depressed, 
then the following circuit for the relay 6 will 
be set up: earth, upper winding of 6, T52, T23, 
R43, wiper T1, bank contact in, wire N, spring 
2 and rest contact of the night service key, re 
sistance R. 2 and battery. The relay 6 is ener 
gized and the calling Signal is transmitted to the 
P. B. X. Subscriber. 

Forced listening.--When an operator at the 
P. B. X service station routes an outside call by 
Switching it to another operator to whom the out 
Side party repeats his request, then if the called 
P. B. X station is busy, the second operator would 
normally receive the busy signal. She may then 
break into the call as a third party to advise the 
Called P. B. X subscriber that an outside call is 
Waiting. 

For this purpose she operates the forced listen 
ing key and thus via T363 completes the circuit 
of the lower Winding of the relay 4, which op 
erates. The following circuit of the relay 4 is 
then completed: battery, winding of relay 4, T61, 
R 46, R32, wiper TR of CH, bank contact tra, wire 
tre in the cable V, T344 and earth. The relay 4 
completes its holding circuit via T4, resistance 
R3, T24 and earth. 
The circuit of the relay 8 is completed: battery, 

windings of 8, R53, T64, resistance R. 3, T45 and 
earth. 

Via T87 and T86 the P. B. X operator of the 
Service Station is placed in communication with 
the P. B. X stations through the finder CH and 
the connector CO. 

Nevertheless, in order to advise the two P. B. X 
Subscribers that the P. B. X operator will cut in 
on the call an attenuated busy signal is applied to 
the line by Te2 through the high resistance R4 
which in this case is not short-circuited at R43. 

If the called P.B.X station accepts the outside 
Call he presses the button TF on his set and the 
Operations take place as previously described. 

Figure 4 shows a diagram of a relay automatic 
P. B. X switchboard. It is assumed by way of 
example, that this automatic switchboard accom 
modates Six local subscribers and one outside 
line. It is clear that the number of local stations 
and outside lines can be increased without de 
parting from the spirit of the invention. 
When a subscriber such as BP1 Wishes to call 

another P. B. X subscriber such as BP2, he re 
moves his handset, Whereupon he is connected 
With the connector BECR through one of the 
junction lines. BJ1 or BJ2. He receives the dial 
ing signal and dials BP2's number. If BP2 is dis 
engaged the connection is completed by the equip 
ment BECR, through the connecting line BJc. 
When BP2 answers, the two subscribers are con 
nected through the junction line BJ1 or BJ2. The 
connector equipment BECR is released, the con 
nection being supplied with current from the 
equipment BAL. 
When a subscriber such as BF1 Wishes to com 

municate with an Outside line and removes his 
hand-set, and is connected to the equipment 
BECR, through the line BJi or BJ2, then upon 
the receipt of the dialingtone he depresses a 
button. On his set which results in a transfer of 
the call to the equipment BELR associated with 
the outside line. The equipment BECR is re 
leased and BP1 is connected to the outside net 
Work through BELR. 
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14 
"When a station such as BP1 is connected with 

an Outside liner and it is desired to have one op 
"erator put a call through to the other operator to 
Awhom the subscriber then-makes his request, 
BP1 presses the button on his set. In the equip 
ment BELR, the outside line is held and the 
junction line BJor-BJ2 is connected to BECR. 
BP1 dials the number of the P. B. X subscriber 
Whom he desires to call, BP2 for example. When 
BP2 answers, his station will be connected with P1 
OVer Olae of the circuits BJ or BJ2, the equipment, 
BECR and the circuit-BJC. - 
In order to recall the outside line, BP1 presses 

the button on his set once more which in BECR 
cuts of the local call and connects BJ1 or BJ2 to 
BELR. 

In order to transfer a call on the outside line, 
the station BP1 first causes one operator to pass 
the-call-to-another, operator to whom the sub 
Scriber then makes his request, e.g. that the sub 
Scriber BP2 be informed that there is an outside 
call for him. The subscriber BP2 presses the but 
tons forming-part of his set which causes in the 
equipment BECR, the disconnection of the station 
BP from the circuit. BJ1 or BJ2, the connection of 
the station BP2 to the said circuit, and the con 
nection of...this circuit to ther network equipment 
BELR. - 

A-detailed explanation shall now be given with 
reference: to, Figures 5...and 6 of the operation of 
this relay, automatic switchboard. 

Local call-When a P. B.X subscriber such as 
BP2 removes his hand-set the following circuit is 
"closed for the relay. B9: battery, Winding of B9, 
R69, R49, R29, conductor. B2, subscriber's 
station.BP2, conductor, Bf 1, R293', R492, R692', 
and-earth. The relay B9 is operated and at T94' 
completes.the circuit of the right-hand winding 
of the relay B8, which is operated because its left 
hand Winding is... energized over T93 through a 
resistance...BR1. 
The following circuit of the relay, B27 is then 

closed:, battery, lower winding of relay. B2, R282, 
R254, wired, R442, R24, wire, i, T'9?, T8 and 
earth. The circuit, for the right-hand, winding 
of the relay B29 is closed via: T274, T92', T82 
and earth. Via T24 the relay B27 completes 
the circuit of the relay R47 which operates. 
The relay B9 drops, its circuit being opened 

at R29?' and R293. The relay B8 drops when 
its circuit is opened at T94' and the relay B27 
When its circuit is opened at R472. The follow 
ing circuit for relay. B63 is closed: battery, upper 
windings of B63 and B64, R85, T47, R25, 
T29", conductor 2, subscriber's station. BP2, con 
ductor 1, T293, R252, T474, R853, lower wind 
ings of B64 and B63, and earth. 
The relay. B64, whose two windings are in op 

iposition and care inserted in the same circuit is 
not energized. 

: The circuit of relay B83 is completed as foll 
lows: earth, winding of B83, T63f, upper non 
inductive winding of B84 and battery. 
A holding circuit for the relay B47 is closed 

via:-T484, T473, R67, T83 and earth. A hold 
ing circuit for the relay. B29' is closed via: T292, 
T473, R872, T832 and earth. 
The dial tone is sent to the calling subscriber 

via:R872, condenser Cni, T414, R252, T293 and 
and the subscriber station BP2. 
"When the Subscriber BP2 dials the number of 

the called subscriber the circuit of the relay B63 
is interrupted. When the relay B63 drops for 
the first:impulse of each impulse series the relay 
B84 is: energized via: battery, windings in series 
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of B84, R874, T835, R.63 and earth. At each 
operation of B63, the lower winding of B84 is 
short-circuited, which retards the said relay 
Sufficiently that it will not be released during the 
reception of an impulse series. 
Upon the reception of the first impulse series 

the relay B88 is energized over its left-hand 
Winding via: battery, left-hand winding of B88, 
R88, T843, R632, T834 and earth. 
When the relay B63 is again operated after the 

first impulse the relay B88 is held in series With 
the relay B88 via T88 and T834. The following 
circuit is then closed for the relay 89: battery, 
winding of B89, R892, R902, R92, T882, T834 
and earth. 
After the first impulse has been received the 

following circuit of the relay B87' is completed: 
battery, winding of B87, R875'., T843, R632, T834 
and earth. The relay B87 completes its holding 
circuit over T87 f', T83 and earth and at R872' 
it opens the dial tone circuit. 
When the second impulse is received the relay 

B88 becomes de-energized because current flows 
through its right-hand winding via: T88', T834, 
R632, T834 and earth. The relay B88 is held 
in the same circuit by its right-hand winding. 
When the relay B63 is re-energized after the 

second impulse the relay B88 drops, its circuit 
being opened at R632 and it closes its contact 
R883'' at the same time as it opens its contact 
T882. The following circuit for the relay B89' 
is completed: battery, winding of B89, T892, 
R902, R92, R883, T834 and earth. 
The relay B89 opens at R892 the circuit of 

the relay B89 and locks up via T89 f', at T892, 
preparing the circuit for relay B90. Upon the re 
ception of the third and fifth impulses, relays 
B88 and B88 are energized again, as has been 
eXplained for the reception of the first impulse. 
Upon the reception of the fourth and sixth in 
pulses they drop, as upon the reception of the 
second impulse. 

It will be seen that by the play of the relays 
B88, B887, B89 to B9 and B89 to B9 upon 
completion of dialing only the following relays 
Will remain attracted: 

B89 if the number dialed is 1 
B89' if the number dialed is 2 
B90 if the number dialed is 3 
B90' if the number dialed is 4 
B9 if the number dialed is 5 
B9' if the number dialed is 6 

Each of these relays prepares the circuit for 
the one which follows and opens the holding cir 
cuit, of the One which precedes. 

It will be assumed BP2 wishes to enter into 
communication. With BPs. He dials 6, and On 
completion of the dialing the relay B9 f' is op 
erated and holds over T9 f', R883, T834 and 
earth. 

If the called subscriber BP6 is free, the follow 
ing circuit is closed for relay 7 f’ when the relay 
B84 drops for a minute after the completion of 
dialing: battery, winding of BT, T96, R68, 
R842, T83 and earth. 
Ringing current is transmitted to the called 

subscriber's station via: earth, secondary Wind 
ing of the transformer R864, TT 12, R5 f3, R33', 
conductor 1, condenser, bell at station BF6, con 
ductor '2, R3 f', R5 f', 'TT', R863, winding 
of the relay B86 and battery. 
The relay B86 which is insensitive to alternat 

ing current remains operating when the sub 
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16 
scriber BP6 lifts his receiver and locks up via: 
resistance R2, T86 f, T83 and earth. 
The following circuit for the relay. B65 is com 

pleted: battery, upper windings of B66 and of 
B65, T863, Tiff, R5, R3? f', conductor '1, sta 
tion BP6, conductor '1, R313, R53, TT2", 
T864, lower windings of B65 and B66 and earth. 
The relay B66 whose two windings are in opposi 
tion does not operate. 
The relay B3' is energized over the following 

circuit: battery, left-hand winding of B3i', T93, 
T472, R87 f, T65 and earth. The relay B25 is 
energized in the circuit: battery, winding of 25, 
R266, T475, R874, R845, R81 , T65 and earth. 
The relay B25 opens the circuit of the relay B63 
at R25 and R252. The relay B83 is then short 
circuited at R63 and drops after a short while. 
The relay B65 drops, its circuit being opened at 
R3 and R33. Relays B47, B7, B86 and 
B87 drop, their circuit being opened at T83. 
Relay B9 drops, its circuit being opened at T834. 
Relay B46 which feeds the stations BP2, BP6 

via T25, R682 and via T252 and R684 is operated. 
The relay B25 is held via R266, T255, T46 and 
earth. The relays B29 and B3t are held by 
their right-hand windings, one via T293 and the 
other by T33 on the earth of T253. 
The talking circuit between BP2 and BPS is as 

follows: BP2, conductor 1, T293, T33, conduc 
tor f 1, BP6, conductor f '1, T3 if, T29", conduc 
tor 2 and BP2. The two stations are fed in 
parallel through the windings of the relay B46, 
as has been described. Upon the completion of 
Communication when the subscribers BP2 and 
BP6 have replaced their hand-sets the relay B46 
drops, opening at T46 the circuit of the relay 
B25, which drops. Relay B25 at T253 opens the 
circuit of the relays B29, and B3 ' which drop. 
The release is completed. 

If the subscriber BP6 is busy the following cir 
cuit for the relay B68 would be completed: bat 
tery, relay B68, T84 , T9.5', T34 and earth. 
The busy signal will be transmitted to BP2 via 

the circuit: T684, R862, condenser Cn, T474, 
R252 and T2937. 
In this P. B. X automatic switchboard pro 

Vision is made for the interconnection of six sta 
tions and for one outside line L1-L2. Two junc 
tion circuits BJ and BJ2 are provided within 
the P. B. X. Usually only one junction line will 
be needed for local calls, the other remaining 
available for outside calls. 

If one of the junction lines is engaged by a local 
call between two P. B. X stations, and a third 
P. B. X station wishes to call another P. B. X 
station, the same operations as previously de 
Scribed take place when the calling station lifts 
his hand-set, until the busy tone signal is trans 
mitted. 
When the calling subscriber dials the number 

of the called Subscriber, as soon as the first im 
pulse has been received by the relay B63 and this 
E. Operates, it closes the circuit of the relay 
B87. 
The relay B4-6 closes the following circuit for 

the relay B68: battery, winding of BSa', T813, 
R873, T462 and earth. 
The relay B68' opens at R68? the circuit of 

the relay, Such as B69 of the called subscriber. 
It completes the circuit for the transmission of 
the busy signal to the calling station via T684' 
and R862 and at TS83 it prepares its holding cir 
cuit which will be closed upon the completion 
of the reception of dialing impulses via R844, 
T83 and earth. 
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The calling subscriber having received the busy 
Signal replaces his receiver which releases the 
elements of the equipment BECR, as has been 
previously described. When the relay B83 has 
dropped, the relays B87 and B68 drop, their 
holding circuit being opened at T83. 

It Will be noted that the circuit for the relay 
B84 which is energized upon receipt of the im 
pulses is opened by R84'. The relay B87' is oper 
ated after reception of the impulse series and 
relay B84, which drops at the beginning of the 
first impulse series, can no longer be operated. 
Thus accidental impulses which may be trans 

mitted by the dialing impulse are not recorded. 
Communication with the outside network.- 

When a call originating from the outside network 
is received on the line L1-L2 the ringing current 
causes the operation of the ringing device BSO 
aSSOciated With One of the P. B. X stations which 
functions as the service station, e.g. station BP. 
The Subscriber BP removes his hand-set where 
upon relays B29, B4, B63 and B83 are energized. 
When BP receives the dial tone, he depresses the 
button TF of his station, applying earth to the 
upper winding of the relay B64 over T25, T47' 
and R85. The relay B64, whose lower winding 
is thus short-circuited is operated. The circuit 
of relay B67 is completed via T64, T833 and 
earth. The relay B67 completes at T6T2' its 
holding circuit independently of the relay B64'. 
At R67 the relay B67 opens the circuit of 

relay B47, which, however, is slow whereby the 
circuit of the relay B24 is established as follows: 
battery, winding of B24, T473', R64, T833 and 
earth. Relay B24 completes, before B4 drops, 
the following circuit for the relay B2'; battery, 
upper windings of B2 and B22, T243, T4, re 
sistance R 0, T242, lower windings of B22 and 
B2 and earth. 
The differential relay B22 is not energized. 
Relay B24 completes the circuit for relay 4, 

as follows: earth, winding of B41, T2, upper 
non-inductive windings of B42, and battery. 
Via T44 the relay B4 completes the holding 

circuit for the relay B24 by means of T247 and 
R444. 
When the relay B47 drops contacts R47' and 

R44' are closed before T47' is opened. The 
following holding circuit for the relay B2 is 
closed: battery, upper windings of B2 and B22, 
T243, R47 ',R251, T291, station BP, T293, R252, 
R474, T252, lower windings of B22 and B2 and 
earth. 
The relay B8, is energized over T673, R64 

and T833. 
After B4 has dropped the relay B63 whose 

circuit is opened at T47 ' and T414 drops. Re 
lay B83 drops and is short-circuited by R63. 
Relays B67 and BS drop, the circuit being 
opened at T833. 
The relay B29 is held as follows: battery, left 

hand winding of B29, T292, wire e', T245, re 
sistance R. and earth. 
When relay B4? operates the line L1-L2 is 

looped over T4 and T22 and the self-induc 
tance B23. 
The talking circuit is then completed as 

follows: conductor L, T4 f, condenser Cm3, 
T243, R4', R23, T29, station BP, T293, R252, 
R474, T242, condenser Cn 4, T2 ( 2 and conductor 
L2. 
If the outside call is not intended for the sta 

tion BP, then it may be transferred to another 
P. B. X station. 

Station P1 depresses the button TF on his set 
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which applies earth to the line wires and short 
circuits the lower winding of the relay B22. This 
relay will now be operated by its upper Winding. 
At T22 it completes the circuit of the relay B43 
via, T43 and earth. When the P1 releases but 
ton TF the relay B22 drops and opens the cir 
cuit of B43, but this relay is retarded and, con 
sequently, the following circuit of the 'eiay B3 
is closed: battery, winding of B47, R433, T256, 
T43f, R22 I, TA 3 and earth. 
The relay B47 closes at T47 the holding cir 

cit of the relay B4 over the resistance R0. At 
'A' and T474 it connects the station BP to 

tie connecting equipment BECR. The relay 
333 is energized in the manner already described, 
is is also B83. The holding circuit of the relay 
B37 is as follows: R484, T473, R611, T831 and 
earth. 
The circuit of relay B87 is now closed as fol 

ows: T476, T247, T44 and earth. 
The subscriber BP? receives dial tone and pro 

ceeds to dial the called number which we shall 
assume to be that of Subscriber B2. The Sarine 
operations as previously described are performed, 
and finally the relay B89 of the station BP2 is 
attracted. 
In the case assumed, when the subscriber BP2 

answers a call the relay B49' is not energized, its 
circuit being open at R87. 
The talking circuit between BP and BP2 is as 

follows: station BPI, T29, R25?, T47, con 
denser Cn2, T863, T69, R49, R29 l’, station 
BP2, R293, R493', T692, T864, condenser Cn, 
T474, R252 and T293. 
When the local call has been completed, if the 

BP wishes to take the outside call he will de 
press button TF on his set which will energize re 
lay B64, as has already been explained, where 
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upon relay B67 is energized through T64, T833 
and earth. The relay B47 drops, its holding cir 
cuit being opened at R67. Via R47 ' and R44' 
the relay B47 connects the station Pi with the 
equipment BELR. 
The relay B63 drops as soon as its circuit is 

opened at T47 and T44. The relays B33, 
B67 and B8 drop as has already been explained. 
The relays B69' and B86 drop, their circuit being 
opened at T83 in the same way as B65 whose 
circuit is opened at T69' and T692'. 
When the call has been completed and the 

station BP has replaced the hand-set the cir 
cuit of the relay B2 will be opened and the said 
relay drops. The relay B4f, short-circuited at 
R21, drops again. The line L1-L2 is released, 
its holding circuit being opened at T4 and T212. 
Relay B24 drops, its circuit being opened at T34. 

If BPI wants to transfer the call to BP2, then 
the latter depresses his button IF which will 
operate relay B66 whose lower winding is short 
circuited. BP replaces his hand-set whereupon 
relays B63 and B83 drop. The circuit of relay 
B6 is closed via T662, T65, and earth, and at 
T67 a holding circuit is closed independently 
of B66. 
The circuit of the dialing relays which is 

opened at T834 is kept closed at T674'. 
When subscriber BP2 releases his button TF 

the relay B68 drops and the following circuit for 
the short-circuiting of the relay B29 is closed: 
battery, resistance R9, R661, T672, T82, T473 
and T292, de-energizing relay 29. 
The following circuit for relay B85 is closed: 

battery, winding of B85, R663, T673, R83 and 
earth. The relay B85 closes at T852 its holding 
circuit via T652 and earth. At T854 it con 
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pletes the following circuit for relay B29': bat 
tery, left-hand winding of B29', T893, T472", 
T8; , T854 and earth. 
The relay B29' opens at R29 i' and R233' the 

circuit of relay BS5, which drops. Relays BA, 
B85, B8 and B36 drop, their circuit being opened 
at T65f and T652. Relay B87 drops, its circuit 
being opened at T4:3". The circuit of the dial 
ing relays is opened at Té4. 
The station BP2 is now connected with the 

outside network via: station BP2, T29t, R254, 
R47 f, T243, T4 , conductor L1, outside net 
work, conductor L2, T22, T2:32, R44', R252, 
T293 and station BP2. 
The station BP2 may control the SWitching of 

the call from one station to the other in the same 
way as has been described for the station BP. 

If the P. B. X station wishes to call an outside 
subscriber the same operations are performed as 
when Pi answers an outside call and thus ob 
tains connection with the line L1-L2. 
When the calling subscriber receives the dial 

tone from the outside netWork he dials the num 
ber of the called subscriber. The relay B2, 
whose circuit is interrupted at each of the dial 
ing intervals, will beat in the rhythm of the dial 
ing impulses. 
When the first impulse of each series is re 

ceived, the relay B43 is energized via TA 2, R2 
and earth. It is held while the impulse Series 
lasts, its winding being short-circuited at each 
operation of B2. The relay B4? is slow and 
remains attracted during the impulse Series. 
At T42 the relay B42 inserts the resistance 

Ri3 in parallel with the self-inductance 23 and 
the dialing impulses are re-transmitted to the 
outside network by the opening of the loop of the 
line L1-L2 at T22. 

It Will be noted that in the course of a call 
made by the station. BP with a view to effecting 
the transfer of an outside call this station re 
ceives the busy signal, because the called station 
is engaged in a P. B. X communication. 
A busy station may be apprised of an outside 

call by depressing a listening-in button EF which 
is provided only at station BP. The following 
circuit is closed for relay B88: battery, Winding 
of B38, T682, T875, wire c, T295, button EF and 
earth. The relay B68 closes its holding circuit at 
TG83, T83 and earth and a circuit for relay B86: 
battery, Winding of B86, T685, T83 and earth. 
ihe circuit of relay B46 is opened at R682 and 
R684. The relay B65 is energized by: T863, T682 
and via T864 and T684 through the two stations 
in parallel which were previously fed by the relay 
B46. 
The station BP is connected in parallel with 

the call while it is in course of being established. 
In order to prevent listening-in by a third party 
on tWO subscribel's in conversation, an at 
tenutated busy signal is applied to the line T684' 
through the high resistance R5, which is short 
circuited at R862. 
The P. B. X Service Station BP advises the 

called P. B. X. Subscriber of the Waiting outside 
call. When the local call is finished, the con 
nection between the Service Station BP and the 
called P. B. X station, as well as the transfer 
of the outside connection take place. It will be 
noted that if a. P. B. X station dials a number 
which is greater than six where only six stations 
are provided, the relay B68' will be energized 
via: T92, T882', T834 and earth. The calling 
Subscriber Will then receive the busy signal. 
What is claimed is: 
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1. In a telephone system, a private branch ex 

change, a plurality of subscribers' stations con 
nected with said exchange, means including a 
numerically operable switch and controlled by a 
calling station for establishing a connection be 
tween it and a called Station, an outside line ter 
minating at the exchange, means including said 
automatic switch and controlled from a calling 
station for connecting it with said line, and other 
means also including said automatic switch con 
trolled by a station for connecting the outside line 
With any one of Said Stations. 

2. In a telephone system, a private branch ex 
change, a plurality of Subscribers' Stations con 
nected With said exchange, a first and a second 
line finder switch, and a connector Switch at the 
exchange, each of said switches having a bank of 
terminals and COOperating wipers, a connection 
between the Wipers of each first line finder and a 
connector, multiple connections from the ter 
minal banks of all said switches to said stations, 
an outside line terminating at said eXchange and 
connected to the Wipers of the Second line finder, 
a connection from the terminal bank of the con 
nector to said outside line, and a connection from 
the terminal bank of the first line finder to the 
outside line. 

3. In a telephone System, a private branch ex 
change, a plurality of stations connected with 
said eXchange, a Special Service position in Said 
exchange, an outside line terminating at said 
position, means including automatic switches for 
establishing connections between calling and 
called Stations, means at said positions for con 
trolling said switches to establish a connection 
between the Outside line and any One of said sta 
tions, and means at said position for controlling 
Said SWitches to transfer said last-mentioned con 
aection from One Station to another. 
4. In a telephone system, a private branch ex 

change, a plurality of stations connected With 
Said eXchange, an operator's position in said ex 
change, an outside line terminating at said posi 
tion, means including automatic switches for 
establishing connections between calling and 
called Stations, means at said position for con 
trolling said switches to connect the outside line 
With any One of said stations, and means at said 
Stations for Controlling said Switches to connect 
the outside line with any station. 

5. In a telephone system, a private branch ex 
change, a plurality of stations connected with it, 
a Special Service position, an outside line ter 
minating thereat, a first, a second and a third 
SWitch, multiple connections from all the three 
SWitches to the stations, means responsive to the 
initiation of a call on one station for connecting 
it Ovel the first With the Second Switch, means 
at each station for operating the second switch 
to connect With any other station, means at said 
pOSition for operating the third SWitch to connect 
the outside line with any station, a key at each 
Station, and means responsive to the actuation 
of Said key after the connection of the associated 
Station with the second switch to actuate the 
third switch to connect with the station. 

6. In a telephone system, a private branch ex 
change, a plurality of stations connected with 
it, a special service position, an outside line ter 
minating thereat, a first and a second finder 
SWitch and a connector switch, each having a 
bank of terminals and cooperating wipers, con 
nections from the wipers of the first finder switch 
to the wipers of the connector, multiple connec 
tions from the banks of all the three Switches to 
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the stations, a connection from the wipers of the 
second finder switch to said position and there 
through to said outside line, means responsive 
to the initiation of a call on one of said stations 
for operating a first finder switch to connect the 
calling line with the wipers of said connector, 
means at the position for operating the second 
finder switch to select the terminals of any sta 
tion, a key at each station, and means responsive 
to the actuation of said key after the connection 
of the station with the connector through the 
first finder Switch to actuate the Second finder 
switch to select the station. 7. In a telephone System, a private branch (x- 
change, a plurality of stations connected With the 
exchange, a Service position at the eXchange, an 
outside line terminating at said position, a first, a 
second and a third switch, multiple connections 
from all said Switches to the stations, a connec 
tion from the service position to the first SWitch, 
means controlled by the stations for operating 
a first and a second SWitch to establish Connec 
tions between a station and the outside line, 
a first key at the Service position, means respon 
sive to the actuation thereof to hold the OutSide 
line and to connect a station through the first 
SWitch with the Second SWitch, a second key at 
each station, means responsive to the operation 
of a second key for connecting the associated sta 
tion through the third SWitch and the Service 
position with the outside line, and means at the 
position for releasing connection through the first 
and second SWitches. 

8. In a telephone system, a private branch ex 
change, a plurality of stations connected. With 
the exchange, an Operator's position at the ex 
change, an outside line terminating at said posi 
tion, a first and a second finder SWitch and a 
connector switch, each of said switches having a 
bank of terminals and cooperating WiperS, multi 
ple connections from the banks of all Said 
Switches to the stations, a connection from the 
operator's position to the bank of the first finder, 
means controlled by the Stations for operating 
said switches to establish a connection between 
a station and the outside line, a key at the op 
erator's position, means responsive to the actua 
tion thereof to hold the outside line and to con 
nect a station through the first finder With the 
connector SWitch, a second key at each station, 
means responsive to the operation of a Second 
key for connecting the associated Station through 
the second finder and the operator's position with 
the outside line, and means at the operator's posi 
tion for releasing a connection through the first 
finder and the connector. 

9. In a telephone System, a private branch ex 
change, a plurality of stations connected there 
with, an operator's position at Said exchange, an 
outside line terminating thereat, a connector at 
the exchange, means controlled at a calling sta 
tion for Operating said connector to establish a 
connection with a called station, a first switch 
for connecting a calling station' with said con 
nector, a Second SWitch for connecting the opera 
tor's position. With any one of said stations, a 
transfer key at the operator's position, means re 
sponsive to the actuation of said key for discon 
necting the outside line from the operator's po 
sition and for holding it, a connection from the 
first switch to said operator's position, means 
also responsive to the operation of Said key for 
actuating the first SWitch to select the connection 
to said position, a talking circuit established 
thereupon with a station through the last-men 
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tioned connection, a key at each station, means 
responsive to the actuation of the key at a station 
connected with the operator's position to actuate 
the second switch for connecting the last-men 
tioned station with the operator's position and 
therethrough With the outside line. 

10. In a telephone system, a private branch 
exchange, a plurality of stations connected there 
with, an outside line terminating at said ex 
change, a connector switch at said exchange, 
means controlled at a calling station for operat 

- ing said connector to connect with any one of 
said stations, a first and a Second finder Switch, 

... each having a bank of terminals and wipers co 
15 operating therewith, a connection from the wipers of the first finder switch to the connector, multi 

ple connections from the terminals of all Said 
switches to the stations, a connection from the 
terminal bank of the first finder SWitch to the 
outside line, means responsive to the initiation 
of a call at a station to operate the first finder to 
connect the calling station with said connector, 
a key at each station, means responsive to the 
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operation of said key when the first finder en 
gages the terminals of the associated station to 
operate the second finder to connect said station 
With the outside line, and means responsive to the 
operation of said key when the Outside line is con 
nected with the associated station through he 
second finder switch for operating the first finder 
Switch to Select the terminals in which the con 
nection to the outside line terminates, and means 
operative thereupon for establishing a connec 
tion from said station over the Second finder to 
the connector. 11. In a telephone system, a private branch ex 
change, a plurality of stations connected there 
with, a connector for establishing a connection 
with any one of said stations, a first finder for 
connecting calling Stations With Said connector, 
said connector having a set of terminals con 
nected to said stations and a set of Cooperating 
wipers, an outside line terminating at Said ex 
change, one of the sets of terminals in said con 
nector being connected with said outside line, a 
second finder switch connected with said outside 
line, terminals for said second finder switch mull 
tipled to said stations, means operable upon the 
initiation of a Call on One of Said Stations for 
actuating the first finder to connect the calling 
station with the connector, and means operable 
upon the selection of Said outside line by the 
connector for operating the second finder to con 
nect the outside line with the calling station, and 
means operative thereupon for releasing the first 
finder and connector switches. 

12. In a telephone System, a private branch ex 
change, a plurality of stations connected there 
with, a connector SWitch, means controlled by a 
calling station for operating said connector to 
select any one of said stations, a first finder oper 
able upon the initiation of a call to connect the 
calling station with the connector, an operator's 
position, an outside lien terminating thereat, a 
second finder for connecting a calling station 
with said position, a first listening key at the 
operator's position, means responsive to the actu 
ation of said key for connecting said position 
with the calling station. Over the Second finder, 
a second listening key at the position, means re 
sponsive to the actuation of the second key for 
connecting the position. With interconnected call 
ing and called stations through the operated 
first finder and connector Switches, and means 
operable When the Sound key is actuated for Send 
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ing a distinctive signal to the intercónnected 
Stations. 

13. In a private branch telephone exchange 
System, a plurality of substations, a plurality of 
local junction circuits, a plurality of call circuits, 
means including a connector numerically oper 
ated by the calling station for establishing a con 
nection between the calling and called substa 
tions over a junction circuit and a call circuit, 
means operative upon the establishment of the 
connection for releasing the call circuit and the 
connector employed therein, means for establish 
ing a talking connection between the calling and 
called Stations over the junction circuit used in 
the connection, and means independent of the 
connector for supplying current to the talking 
connection. 

14. The System according to claim 13, and 
means controlled by a substation for operating a 
Connector to transfer a call from one station to 
another through the junction circuit employed 
in the connection and a call circuit. 

15. In a private branch exchange, a plurality 
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of substations, a plurality of junction circuits, 
means operative upon the initiation of a call for 
seizing an idle junction circuit, means for estab 
lishing a connection between the calling and 
called stations over the seized junction circuit, 
means for preventing the seizure of a busy junc 
tion circuit by a calling station, a plurality of 
outside trunks leading to the exchange, means 
for Seizing an idle one of Said trunks for the 
establishment of an outside connection and for 
preventing the seizure of busy trunks, and means 
for preventing the seizure of an idle junction 
circuit when all said trunks are busy. 
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